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To the Freediving 
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A Word of Caution

~ Because We Love You ~

and Want to Keep You Safe 

and Happy & Loving Life and 

Freediving

~ For As Long As Possible ~



In-water ð Breath-Hold ð Training

without Close Supervision by a Qualified

Instructor or a Capable and Focused

Buddy can lead to the loss of

consciousness and, sadly, loss of life.

That is what We are here to train You

to be wise and savvy and sexy, and to

flipping well Stay Alive and Kicking!

Be it the Ocean, a Dam or a Lake, a

Swimming Pool, or even Your Own Bath

(yes, seriously!) - Water has the power

to cause you to drown should you lose

consciousness in it.

But that is Not Going to Be You.



You, my dear Freediving Goddess, are

going to wisely, safely and excellently

enter into the art of Freediving – with

our help, of course, - and stay out the

gloomy news reports, choosing rather to

shine gloriously in the ocean-reflected

sunlight!

By continuing to read this book you are

promising me and more importantly

YOURSELF that you are going to

respect the power of the water and

never ever make any underwater

breath-hold attempt without proper

training and supervision…. OK?

Good Girl. Now let’s dive in ;)
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“Why do my dreams have 

to be just my dreams.” 

Ariel - The Little Mermaid



Hold your breath.

Did you ever think about your breath? Even realizing that

you took a breath before you read this first line?

In Freediving - as in Life - it is important to be Aware of your

Breath.

If you are still holding your breath after reading this

paragraph, then there’s already an Inner Freediving Goddess

resting within You.

Your Mission is to set her free !

The tactic. So how are we going to free this Inner Freediving

Goddess in the World?

Glad you asked! We are going to achieve this by looking at 3

Locked Away Secrets in 3 Key Areas of the art of Freediving.

Which 3 key areas are these, you ask?

Well, they are,

Your Breath…

Your Body…

Your Barriers…

Sound intriguing? Let’s dive in…

Intro ~ Diving In 



Hold your breath again. This time grab a watch and time it.

Record the time you hold your breath for. How did it feel? OK?

Intimidating? A little scary?

Write it all down here:

Time: min sec

Feeling:

Why did you stop holding your breath? Write that down here

too.

Reason:

We are going to get back to the last two questions in a bit, but

first – let’s focus on your Breath.

In Freediving, the term Apnea means:

”The state of holding your breath.”

The beauty of Freediving lies in the fact that our Need to

Breathe is the single most important thing we do to in order

to survive.

As a Freediving Goddess you are going to learn to master this

need - so that you can thrive underwater and truly Live.

Key Secret #1 ~ Breath



“80% of people on earth only breathe with 20% of

their full capacity.”

And this shallow breathing starves your body of oxygen.

Oxygen is a life-giving resource. It is the molecule - taken in on

a breath of air – that is transported around our bodies

allowing our hearts to pump, our brains to think and our

muscles to move.

Without it we perish.

Oxygen breathes life into us.

And, at the moment, we are not taking this precious gift to

our full capacity.

This will change. Keep reading, and I will tell you how.

Breath ~ The Secret



The key to Breath is, first of all, to

Be Aware of Your Breath.

Not many people take a moment out of their day to

acknowledge that they are actually breathing.

They choose to rather chase through life, lost in the urgency

of mundane everyday distractions. They try to accomplish

everything they think they need to be doing, functioning on the

shallowest of breaths, and failing completely on focusing on the

most Vital Need of Our Body – oxygen – or, quite simply, the air

we breathe.

But that is no longer You.

By reading this book, You, my dear Freediving Goddess, are

becoming Aware of your breath. And not only that, but Now You

are going to learn to Breathe Completely.

This leads us to the second aspect of the art of breathing:

The Secret of Breathing.

Breath ~ The Key



In order to unlock the secret to Breath, you need to learn to

Breathe Completely.

This means to breathe in such a way that allows your lungs

and air passages to take in the maximum amount of oxygen

they possibly need.

In Freediving, one learns to perfect The Complete Freediver’s

Breath.

This breathing technique is derived from the ancient Hatha

Yoga breath control practice known as “prãnãyãma.”

Prãnã (in Sanskrit) means Life Force and ãyãma means

Extending or Stretching.

So, when we learn and practice the art of prãnãyãma, we are

practicing the extending and control of our Life Force.

Doesn’t that sound Incredible??!?

But how does one achieve drawing The Complete Freediver’s

Breath?

To perform the Complete Freediver’s Breath, we’re going

start with the part of the breathing process is called

Inhaling.

Breath ~ Unlocking the Secret



Start by sitting in a relaxed position on the floor, or on a chair,

and with your hands resting gently on your diaphragm - your

breathing muscle at the base of your lungs; just below your rib

cage.

Breathe in deeply from the pit of your stomach, filling your

lungs with oxygen from the bottom up.

You know that age-old adage of filling a bottle up with rocks

first, and then pebbles and then sand?

That’s exactly what we’re doing here, first filling the base of

your lungs, then up to the top of your lungs and, finally, the air

space in your throat.

Society’s everyday shallow breathing manages to only bring air

into the top bit of the lungs and the throat. And then we

wonder why we’re not coping with stress and life!!?!

This is Why.

This is what You are going to start doing Differently. Take

charge of that Life Force. You Go Girl!

Where were we?

Right, exhaling.

If you’ve been reading all this while holding a nice full breath

in, Well Done! Now it’s time to breathe out, or rather, exhale.

Breath ~ Unlocking the Secret



When exhaling, place your hand on the base of your stomach

(the part that tingles when you feel something in the pit of

your stomach) and pull your stomach inwards.

This forces the air from the bottom of the lungs to be pushed

out, thus exhaling your old, expired air out - again, from the

bottom up.

Think of it as that classic example of squeezing the

toothpaste from the base of the tube rather than the top.

It’s the same concept.

Girls are better at doing that ;) 

Breath ~ Unlocking the Secret



There you go! You have just completed your first Full

Freediver’s Breath! Well done!!

Now, how’s about doing that little Breathing in experiment

that we started with again?

Jot down your new, improved breath hold time here:

Time: min sec

How did it feel this time? Better? Less scary? Write it out in

the space below:

Feeling:

See an improvement?

Excellent.

And we’re only at the Tip of the iceberg here!

Outro ~ Resurfacing



Did you Love that?

Keep with us, and we will show you how to further unlock

that Inner Freediving Goddess potential in You!

Join our online Freediving Goddess community on

Facebook:

Click Here to Join Us

Remember: The Complete Freediver’s Breath takes time

and focused practice to master and, in return, it grants

you more precious oxygen with which to enjoy time

underwater.
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https://www.facebook.com/groups/1364701503694580/


Liz Louw - affectionately known by those who

love her, and truly know her, as Lizzyfish - is a

qualified Freediving Instructor, Neuromuscular

Physiologist and Biokineticist (read Sports

Physiotherapist).

As the daughter of two Thoroughly

Underwater parents, she has been a Freediving

Goddess from birth and knows no other way to

Be, than to be in the Sea and, honestly,

anywhere where she can be Underwater.

She feels that there needs to be more girls

discovering the beauty of the underwater

world that she grew up in and her current

mission in life is to empower all girls and ladies

to realize their own inner Freediving Goddess.

In her own words, she describes it as,

“I am building an Army of Mermaids.”
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